dents advance to more sophisticated domains, they continue to find word problems in those domains more difficult to solve than problems presented in symbolic format (e.g., algebraic equations)." However, apart from our own studies reported here, this broader claim appears to remain untested (cf. Reed, 1998). We have not found prior experimental comparisons of solution correctness on matched algebra story problems and equations for students learning algebra. In a related study, Mayer (1982a) used solution times to make inferences about the different strategies that well-prepared college students use on algebra word and equation problems. He found a different profile of solution times for word problems than for equations as problems varied in complexity and accounted for these differences by the hypothesis that students use a goal-based "isolate" strategy on equations and a less memory-intensive "reduce" strategy on word problems. Overall, students took significantly longer to solve one-to five-step word problems (about 15 sec) than matched equations (about 5 sec) with no reliable difference in number of errors (7% for word problems, 4% for equations). Whereas Mayer's study focused on timing differences for well-practiced participants, the studies reported here focus on error differences for beginning algebra students.
WHY ARE STORY PROBLEMS DIFFICULT?
What might account for the purported and observed difficulties of story problems? As many researchers have observed (Cummins et al., 1988; Hall et al., 1989; Lewis & Mayer, 1987; Mayer, 1982b) , the process of story problem solving can be divided into a comprehension phase and a solution phase (see Figure 1 ). In the comprehension phase, problem solvers process the text of the story problem and create corresponding internal representations of the quantitative and situation-based relationships expressed in that text (Nathan et al., 1992) . In the solution phase problem solvers use or transform the quantitative relationships that are represented both internally and externally to arrive at a solution. Two kinds of process explanations for the difficulty of story problems correspond with these two problem-solving phases. We will return to these explanations after describing how these two phases interact during problem solving (for more detail see .
The comprehension and solution phases typically are interleaved rather than performed sequentially. Problem solvers iteratively comprehend first a small piece of the problem statement (e.g., a clause or sentence) and then produce a piece of corresponding external representation (e.g., an arithmetic operation or algebraic expression), often as an external memory aid. In Figure 1 , the double-headed arrows within the larger arrows are intended to communicate this interactivity. During problem solving, aspects of newly constructed internal or external representations may influence further comprehension in later cycles (Kintsch, 1998) . For example, after determining that the unknown value is the number of donuts, the reader may then search for and reread a clause that uses number of donuts in a quantitative relation. Similarly, the production of aspects of the external representation may help maintain internal problem-solving goals that, in turn, may direct further comprehension processes. A number of researchers have provided convincing evidence that errors in the comprehension phase well account for story problem solving difficulties (e.g., Cummins et al., 1988; Lewis & Mayer, 1987) . For instance, Cummins et al. (1988) demonstrated that variations in first graders' story problem performance were well predicted by variations in problem recall and that both types of variation could be accounted for by difficulties students had in comprehending specific linguistic forms such as some, more Xs than Ys, and altogether. They concluded that "text comprehension factors figure heavily in word problem difficulty" (p. 435). Lewis and Mayer (1987) summarized past studies with K-6 graders and their own studies with college students that showed more solution errors on arithmetic story problems with "inconsistent language" (e.g., when the problem says "more than" but subtraction is required to solve it) than problems with consistent language. Teachers' intuitions about the difficulty of algebra story problems (cf. Nathan & Koedinger, 2000a , 2000b appear to be in line with these investigations of comprehension difficulties with arithmetic story problems. As one teacher explained, "Students are used to expressions written algebraically and have typically had the most practice with these... translating 'English' or 'non-mathematical' words is a difficult task for many students."
A second process explanation for the difficulty of story problems focuses on the solution phase, particularly on the strategies students use to process aspects of the problem. A common view of how story problems are or should be solved, particularly at the algebra level, is that the problem text first is translated into written symbolic form and then the symbolic problem is solved (e.g., see Figure 2a ). If problem solvers use this translate-and-solve strategy, then clearly story problems will be harder than matched symbolic problems because solving the written symbolic problem is an intermediate step in this case.
At the algebra level, the translate-and-solve strategy has a long tradition as the recommended approach. Regarding an algebra-level story problem, Paige and Simon (1966) comment, "At a common-sense level, it seems plausible that a person solves such problems by, first, translating the problem sentences into algebraic equations and, second, solving the equations." They go on to quote a 1929 textbook recommending this approach (Hawkes, Luby, & Touton, 1929) . Modem textbooks also recommend this approach and typically present story problems as challenge problems and applications in the back of problem-solving sections (Nathan, Long, et al., 2002) . Thus, a plausible source for teachers' belief in the difficulty of story problems over equations is the idea that equations are needed to solve story problems. An algebra teacher performing the problem difficulty ranking task described in Nathan and Koedinger (2000a) made the following reference to the translate-and-solve strategy (the numbers 1-6 refer to sample problems teachers were given; Table 1 (1989) hypothesized that the situational context of story problems can make them easier than equivalent symbolic problems and suggested that the problem situation activates real-world knowledge ("culturally constituted systems of quantification," p. 316) that aids students in arriving at a correct solution.
Such an advantage of stories over symbolic forms can be explained within the solution phase of the problem-solving framework presented in Figure 1 . Story problems can be easier when stories elicit different, more effective solution strategies than those elicited by equations. Past studies have demonstrated that different strategies can be elicited even by small variations in phrasing of the same story. For example, Hudson (1983) found that nursery school children were 17% correct on a standard story phrasing, "There are 5 birds and 3 worms. How many more birds are there than worms?" However, performance increased to an impressive 83% when the story is phrased as, "There are 5 birds and 3 worms. How many birds don't get a worm?" The latter phrasing elicits a match-and-count strategy that is more accessible for novice learners than the more sophisticated subtraction strategy elicited by the former, more standard phrasing.
The notion of a situation model (Kintsch & Greeno, 1985 ; Nathan et al., 1992) provides a theoretical account of how story problems described in one way can elicit different strategies than do equations or story problems described in other ways. In this account, problem solvers comprehend the text of a story problem by constructing a model-based representation of actors and actions in the story. Differences in the stories tend to produce differences in the situation models, which in turn can influence the selection and execution of alternative solution strategies. By this account, it is the differences in these strategies at the solution phase (see Figure  1 ) that ultimately accounts for differences in performance. For instance, Nunes, Schliemann, and Carraher (1993) found that everyday problems were more likely to evoke oral solution strategies whereas symbolic problems evoked less effective written arithmetic strategies. Table 2 , an algebra teacher commented that these could be solved "without thinking."
HYPOTHESES AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The two studies presented here are the first we know of that test the common belief that algebra learners have greater difficulty with story problems than matched equations.1 Table 1 shows examples of the main factors manipulated in these studies. In addition to the main contrast between story problems and equations (first Table 1 ). We included word equations to isolate effects of situational knowledge from effects of differences in language comprehension demands between verbal and symbolic forms. If stories cue useful situational knowledge, then we should find students making fewer errors on story problems than on both word and symbolic equations. If students' relevant symbolic comprehension skills lag behind their relevant verbal comprehension skills, then we should find them making more errors on symbolic equations than on either of the verbal forms.
Our goal was to explore representation effects for students at the transition from arithmetic to algebraic competence-a domain referred to as "early algebra" (cf. Carpenter & Levi, 1999; Kaput, in press). Thus, we included both relatively complex arithmetic problems (first row in Table 1 ) and relatively simple algebra problems (second row in Table 1 ). In the arithmetic problems, the problem unknown is the result of the process or sequence of operators described. These result-unknown problems are more complex than those used in prior research on elementary arithmetic problem solving (Briars & Larkin, 1984; Carpenter & Moser, 1984; Hiebert, 1982; Riley & Greeno, 1988 ). These problems involve two arithmetic operators (e.g., multiplication and addition) rather than one, decimals rather than only whole numbers, and more advanced symbolic notation such as parentheses and equations with a variable on the right side (e.g., [81.90 -66]/6 = x). The relatively simple algebra problems we used are two-operator start-unknowns, that is, problems where the unknown is at the start of the arithmetic process described. Table 2 , all involve money quantities and familiar contexts for junior high age students. The situation facilitation hypothesis predicts that students will make fewer errors on story problems than on situation-free word equations and equations.
A third verbal facilitation hypothesis follows from the observation that algebra equations are not transparently understood and that the equation comprehension skills of beginning algebra students may lag behind their existing English-language comprehension skills. The verbal facilitation hypothesis predicts that students will make fewer errors on story and word equations than on more abstract equations. The verbal facilitation claim is similar to the situational facilitation and the culturally bound results of Carraher et al. (1987) and Baranes et al. (1989) : In some cases, situational knowledge helps elementary students perform better on story problems than on matched equations. For algebra students, however, it is not simply situation knowledge that can make story problems easier. Rather, the increased demands on symbolic comprehension presented by equations lead to difficulties for algebra students who have by now mostly mastered the English-comprehension knowledge needed for matched verbally stated problems. The verbal facilitation hypothesis uniquely predicts that both word equations and story problems can be easier than matched equations.2
In contrast with the idea that equations are transparently understood, a key point of this article is to test the claim that comprehension of algebra equations is not trivial for algebra learners and that, as a consequence, algebra story problems can sometimes be easier to solve than matched equations. The verbal facilitation claim directly contradicts the documented views of many teachers and education researchers ( 
DIFFICULTY FACTORS ASSESSMENTS: STUDIES 1 AND 2
We investigated the symbolic, situation, and verbal facilitation hypotheses in two studies. In both studies, students were asked to solve problems selected from a multidimensional space of problems systematically generated by crossing factors expected to influence the degree of problem difficulty. In addition to the problem representation and unknown position factors shown in 
Methods for DFA1 and DFA2
Participants. Seventy-six students from an urban high school participated in DFA1. Of these students, 58 were enrolled in one of three mainstream Algebra 1 2Combinations of the symbolic, situation, and verbal facilitation hypotheses are possible. For instance, combining symbolic and situation facilitation predicts that story problems and equations will be easier than word equations. Alternatively, combining situation and verbal facilitation predicts that story problems will be easier than word equations and, in turn, word equations will be easier than equations.
classes, and 18 were ninth graders enrolled in a geometry class who had taken Algebra 1 in eighth grade. Four teachers taught the classes. The DFA2 participants were 171 students sampled from 24 classrooms at three urban high schools. All students were in a first-year Algebra 1 course. Twelve teachers taught the 24 classroom sections.
Form design. Ninety-six problems were created using 4 cover stories that systematically varied 4 difficulty factors: 3 levels of problem presentation (story, word equation, and symbol equation) x 2 levels of unknown positions (result vs. start) x 2 number types (whole vs. decimal) x 2 final arithmetic types (multiplication and addition vs. subtraction and division). Table 3 Table 3 ) such that no numbers or answers were repeated on any form. The four story problems on every form had either all integer number types or all decimal number types. The four other problems had the opposite number types. The forms also were designed to counterbalance problem order, because prior testing revealed that student performance tended to decline on problems near the end of the test.
Each form had twice as many story problems (4) as word equations (2) or symbol equations (2). The 32 story problems were used twice, once on eight forms in which the story problems came first and again on eight forms in which the story problems came last (in reverse order). The order of the word equations and equa- The form designs of DFA1 and DFA2 were identical with one exception. The base equation for the decimal Donut problems was changed on DFA2 from 7 x .37 + .22 = 2.81 to .37 x 7 + .22 = 2.81 so that, like all the other decimal-base equations, the answer to the unknown is always a decimal (e.g., .37 or 2.81) and not a whole number (e.g., 7).
Procedure. The quiz forms were given in class during a test day. Students were given 18 min to work on the quiz and were instructed to show their work, put a box around their final answer, and not to use calculators. We requested that students not use calculators so that we could better see students' thinking process in the arithmetic steps. The procedures for DFA1 and DFA2 were identical.
Results for DFA1 and DFA2
DFA 1 results. We performed both an item analysis and subject analysis to assess whether the results generalize across both the item and student populations (cf. Clark, 1973) . For the item analysis, we performed a three-factor ANOVA with items as the random effect and the three difficulty factors (representation, unknown position, and number type) as the fixed effects.3
We found evidence for main effects of all three factors. Students (n = 76) performed better on story problems (66%) and word equations (62%) than on equations (43%; F[2, 108] = 11.5,p < .001); better on result-unknown problems (66%) than on start-unknown problems (52%; stantially easier than equations. In other words, the difference between verbal and symbolic representation, and not the difference between situational context and abstract description, accounts for the observed performance differences. Figure 3 illustrates the main effects of the three difficulty factors: representation, unknown position, and number type. As is evident, the effect of representation is primarily a consequence of the difference between the symbolic equation representation and the two forms of verbal representation, story and word equations. There may be a difference between story and word equation representations for the decimal problems (see the graph on the right in Figure 3) ; however, the interaction between representation and number type is not statistically significant (F[2, 108] = .82, p = .44).
To confirm that the main effects of the three difficulty factors generalize not only across items but also across students (cf. Clark, 1972), we performed three separate one-factor repeated measure ANOVAs for each of the three difficulty factors: representation, unknown position, and number type. Unlike the item analysis above, the random effect here is students rather than items. Consistent with the item analysis, the repeated measures student analyses revealed significant main effects of each factor. Story and word problems are significantly easier than equations ( As seen in Figure 3 , this interaction was apparent in DFA 1 although it was not statistically significant. However, to further evaluate the situation facilitation hypothesis, we tested whether the advantage of story over word on decimal problems generalized across the two studies. The difference between the decimal story problems and decimal word equations is statistically reliable when the data from the two studies are combined (64% vs. 47%, p < .01 by a post hoc Scheffe's S test including only the decimal items). This result leads us to conclude that situation facilitation does exist but its scope is limited. In these data, problem-solving performance is only facilitated by the richer story contexts, above and beyond the more general verbal advantage, when decimal numbers are used. An explanation for this effect is proposed when we report findings of the strategy and error analyses in the next section.
As in the student analysis in DFA1, a one-factor repeated measure ANOVA was conducted for each of the three difficulty factors with student as the random factor. The generalization of these effects across students was confirmed. Representation, unknown position, and number difficulty had statistically significant effects: F(2, 340) = 37, p <.001; F(1, 170) = 137, p < .001; and F(1,170) = 20, p < .001, respectively.
STRATEGY AND ERROR ANALYSES OF LEARNERS
To provide a cognitive process explanation of our results, we performed a detailed strategy and error analysis of student solution traces. This method serves as a qualitative analysis of students' written protocols. This analysis and the coding categories used were strongly influenced by cognitive modeling work within the ACT-R theory and production system (Anderson, 1993) . By informal we mean that students do not rely on the use of mathematical (symbolic) formalisms, such as equations. We also mean that these strategies and representations are not acquired typically through formal classroom instruction. Figures 2b through 2d show examples of these informal strategies as observed in students' written solutions. Figure 2b shows the application of the guess-and-test strategy to a start-unknown word problem. In this strategy, students guess at the unknown value and then follow the arithmetic operators as described in the problem. They compare the outcome with the desired result from the problem statement; if the outcome differs, they try again. In the solution trace shown in Figure 2b , we do not know for sure where the student started writing-perhaps with the scribbled-out work on the right-but it is plausible that her first guess at "some number" was 2. To the right and somewhat below the question mark at the end of the problem appears her written arithmetic applying the given operations multiply by .37 and add .22 to her guess of 2. The result is .96, which she sees is different than the desired result of 2.81and perhaps also, that it is substantially lower than 2.81. It appears her next guess is 5, which yields a result (2.07) that is closer but still too small. She abandons a guess of 6, perhaps because she realizes that 2.07 is more than .37 short of 2.81. She tries 7, which correctly yields 2.81, and then writes, "The number is 7." The guess-and-test strategy is not special to early algebra students, but also has been observed in the algebraic problem solving of college students (e.g., Hall et al., 1989; Katz et al., 1996; Tabachneck et al., 1994) . Figure 2c illustrates a second informal strategy for early algebra problem solving we call the unwind strategy. To find the unknown start value, the student reverses the process described in the problem. The student addresses the last operation first and inverts each operation to work backward to obtain the start value. In Figure 2c , the problem describes two arithmetic operations, subtract 64 and divide by 3, in that order. The student starts (on the right) with the result value of 26.50 and multiplies it by 3; this inverts the division by 3 that was used to get to this value. Next, the student takes the intermediate result, 79.50, and adds 64.00, which inverts the subtraction by 64 described in the problem. This addition yields the unknown start value of 143.50.
Although the informal guess-and-test strategy appears to be relatively inefficient compared with the formal translation strategy (compare the amount of writing in Figure 2b with 2a) , the informal unwind strategy actually results in less written work than the translation strategy (compare 2c and 2a). In unwind, students go directly to the column arithmetic operations (see 2c) that also appear in translation solutions (see the column subtraction and division in 2a), but they do so mentally and save the effort of writing equations. 
Quantitative Strategy Analysis-Words Elicit More Effective Strategies
We coded student solutions for the strategies apparent in their written solutions for DFA1 and DFA2. Our strategy analysis focuses on the early algebra start-unknown problems (shown in Figures 2a-2d) . We observed little variability in students' strategies on the result-unknown problems. Although some students translated verbal result-unknown problems into equations (see Figure 2e) , in the majority of solutions students went directly to the arithmetic. Typical solution traces included only arithmetic work, as illustrated in the lower left corner of Figure 2e (i.e., all but the three equations). Table 4 shows the proportion of strategy use on start-unknown problems for the three representations. Different representations elicited different patterns of strategy usage. Story problems elicited the unwind strategy most often (50% of the time). Story problems seldom elicited the symbolic translation strategy typically associated with algebra (only 5% of the time). Situationless word equations tended to elicit either the guess-and-test (23% of the time) or unwind (22%) strategy. Equations resulted in no response 32% of the time, more than twice as often as the other representations. When students did respond, they tended to stay within the mathematical formalism and apply symbol manipulation methods (22%). Even on equations, students used the informal guess-and-test (14%) and unwind (13%) strategies fairly often. In fact, as We also saw that word equations elicited more unwind strategy usage than equations. Although word equations are situationless, we did use words such as starting with, and then, and I get that describe someone performing an active procedure. Even the mathematical operators were described as actions (multiply and add) instead of as relations (times andplus). Perhaps this active description made it easier for students to think of reversing the performance of the procedure described. We suggest future research that tests this action facilitation hypothesis and contrasts our current procedural word equations with relational word equations such as "some number times .37 plus .22 equals 2.81" (see Figure 1 for the analogous procedural word equation). Action facilitation predicts better student performance on procedural than relational word equations whereas verbal facilitation predicts equal performance (with both better than equations). In addition to investigating differences in strategy selection, we also analyzed the effectiveness of these strategies. Table 5 shows effectiveness statistics (percent correct) for the unwind, guess-and-test, and symbol manipulation strategies on start-unknown problems in all three representations. The informal strategies, unwind and guess-and-test, showed a higher likelihood of success (69% and 71%, respectively) than did use of the symbol manipulation approach (51%). It appears that one reason these algebra students did better on story and word problems than on equations is that they selected more effective strategies more often. However, this effect could result from students' choosing informal strategies on easier problems. Use of a no-choice strategy selection paradigm (Siegler & Lemaire, 1997) is a better way to test the efficacy of these strategies. Nhouyvanisvong (1999) used this approach to compare equation solving and guess-and-test performance on story problems normatively solved using a system of two equations or inequalities. Surprisingly, he found students instructed to use guess-and-test were more successful than those instructed to use equation solving.
Error Analysis-Comprehending Equations Is Harder Than Comprehending Words
Our analysis of student strategies, particularly the differential use of informal strategies, provides one reason why story and word problems can be easier than matched equations. Our analysis of student errors provides a second reason. Unlike the first-and second-grade students in Cummins et al. (1988) , who had yet to acquire critical English-language comprehension skills, high school algebra students had more developed English comprehension skills, but were still struggling to acquire critical algebra-language comprehension skills. Categorization of student errors into three broad categories-(a) no response, (b) arithmetic error, and (c) other conceptual errors-provides insight into how students process story problems and equations differently. Students' solutions were coded as no response if nothing was written down for that problem. Systematic occurrences of no-response errors suggested student difficulties in comprehending the external problem representation. Our counterbalancing for the order of problem presentation allowed us to rule out student fatigue or time constraints. Student solutions were coded as arithmetic error if a mistake was made in performing an arithmetic operation but the solution was otherwise correct (e.g., Figure 5f The student, however, operated on both sides of the plus sign rather than both sides of the equal sign. These errors indicate a lack of comprehension of the quantitative structure expressed in the given equations. Such errors appear less frequently on word and story problems, indicating that comprehension of the quantitative structure is easier for students when that structure is expressed in English words rather than in algebraic symbols.
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Explaining situation facilitation. Algebraic language acquisition difficulties, such as comprehension and conceptualization of the underlying quantitative relations, account for much of the error difference between equations and verbal problems. These differences are consistent with the verbal facilitation hypothesis. However, we also observed a smaller situation facilitation effect whereby story performance was better than word equation performance under certain conditions-namely when dealing with decimal numbers. This interaction was statistically reliable in DFA2, but the same trend also was apparent in the smaller DFA1 data set. Figure 6b shows the proportions of the three error types for the representation and number-type factors together. The interaction between representation and number type is caused largely by fewer arithmetic errors on decimal story problems (12% = 46/389 on decimal vs. 5% = 17/363 on whole) than for word equations or equations (23% = 33/144 on decimal vs. 2% = 4/203 on whole).5 Misalignment of place values in decimal arithmetic (see Figure 5f ) was a common error on situationless word and equation problems. In contrast, this error was rare on story problems. The money context of the story problems appears to have helped students correctly add (or subtract) dollars to dollars and cents to cents. In contrast, without the situational context (in word equations and equations), students would sometimes, in effect, add dollars to cents.
Situation-induced strategy differences also appear to contribute to students' somewhat better performance on story problems than on word equations. As we saw from the strategy analysis, students were more likely to use the unwind strategy on story problems (50%) than on word equations (22%) or equations (13%). The unwind strategy may be less susceptible to conceptual errors than the guess-and-test strategy, which was used more frequently on word equations. A particular weakness of the guess-and-test strategy is the need to iterate through guesses until a value is found that satisfies the problem constraints. As illustrated in Figure 6e , a common conceptual error in applying guess-and-test is to give up before a satisfactory value is found. Guess-and-test is more difficult when the answer is a decimal rather than a whole number because this strategy takes more iterations in general to converge on the solution. This weakness of guess-and-test and the strategy's greater relative use on word equations than on story problems may account for the greater number of conceptual errors on decimal word equations than on decimal story problems (Figure 6b ). 5The proportion of arithmetic errors reported here is conditional on the solution being conceptually correct-solutions with no response or conceptual errors are not counted in the denominator.
DISCUSSION

Assessing the Symbolic, Situation, and Verbal Facilitation Hypotheses
In the introduction, we contrasted three hypotheses regarding the effects of different problem representations on algebra problem solving. The symbolic facilitation hypothesis predicts that story problems are more difficult than matched equations because equations are more parsimonious and their comprehension more transparent. Our results with high school students solving entry-level algebra problems in two samples contradict this claim and show, instead, that symbolic problems can be more difficult for students, even after a year or more of formal algebra instruction.
Alternatively, the situation facilitation hypothesis follows from situated cognition research (Baranes et al., 1989; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Carraher et al., 1987; Nunes et al., 1993) and suggests that problem situations facilitate student problem solving by contextualizing the quantitative relations. The prediction of the situation facilitation hypothesis, that story problems are easier than both word equations and equations, is not fully consistent with our results. Although students in DFA1 and DFA2 did perform better on story problems than on equations, they also performed better on word equations than on equations. Thus, it is not simply the situated nature of story contexts that accounts for better performance.
The verbal facilitation hypothesis focuses not on the situated nature of story problems per se but on their representation in familiar natural language. The hypothesis follows from the idea that students, even after an algebra course, have had greater experience with verbal descriptions of quantitative constraints than with algebraic descriptions of quantitative constraints. Thus, it predicts that word equations, as well as story problems, will be easier than mathematically equivalent equations. The prediction relies on two claims. First, students initially have more reliable comprehension knowledge for verbal representations than symbolical ones. Second, verbal representations better cue students' existing understanding of quantitative constraints and, in turn, informal strategies or weak methods for constraint satisfaction, such as guess-and-test or working backwards. Early algebra students appear better able to successfully use such strategies rather than the symbol-mediated equation-solving strategy. This second claim, that verbal representations help cue students' knowledge, is consistent with the assertion made by Nunes et al. (1993, p. 45 ) that "discrepant performances can be explained in terms of the symbolic systems being used." They found evidence that the chosen symbolic system (e.g., formal vs. verbal or oral) determines performance more than the given one. Students performed better on all kinds of problems, whether abstract or situational, when they used informal oral strategies than when they used formal written strategies. Our strategy analysis revealed analogous results for older students and a different class of problems. In ad-dition to providing further evidence to support the explanation provided by Nunes et al. (1993) , our results extend that explanation. In our error analysis, we found evidence that the given representation has direct effects on student performance beyond its indirect effects on influencing student strategy choice. More students failed to comprehend given equation representations than given verbal representations, as indicated by a greater frequency of no-response and conceptual errors on the former (as illustrated in Figure 6a) .
Like Baranes et al. (1989), we did see some localized situational facilitation in students' performance on story problems. First, students used the unwind strategy more often on story problems than on word equations or symbolic equations. Because this strategy is more reliable than equation manipulation and more efficient than guess-and-test, students were less likely to make conceptual errors when solving decimal story problems. A second situational effect involves support for decimal alignment in the context of a story problem. Students avoided adding dollars to cents in the story context and thus made fewer arithmetic errors on problems involving decimals in this context than in context-free word equations and equations.
One might interpret some educational innovations emphasizing story contexts (1993, p. 47) argued that the differences they observed "cannot be explained only by social-interactional factors." Indeed, as long as problems were presented in a story context, they found no significant difference between performances in different social interaction settings, whether a customer-vendor street interaction or a teacher-pupil school interaction.
Situational effects are not panaceas for students' mathematical understanding and learning. Clearly, though, problem representations, including their embedding and referent situations, have significant effects on how students think and learn. Better understanding of these specific effects should yield better instruction.
Two reasons why story and word problems can be easier. Two key reasons explain the surprising difficulty of symbolic equations relative to both word and story problems. These two reasons correspond, respectively, to the solution and comprehension phases of problem solving illustrated in Figure 1 . First, students' access to informal strategies for solving early algebra problems provides an alternative to the logic that word problems must be more difficult because equations are needed to solve them. Our data, as well as that of others (cf. Hall et al., 1989; Ster, 1997), demonstrates that solvers do not always use equations to solve story problems. Second, despite the apparent ease for experienced mathematicians of solving symbolic expressions, the successful manipulation of symbols requires extensive symbolic comprehension skills. These skills are acquired over time through substantial learning. Early in the learning process, symbolic sentences are like a foreign language-students must acquire the implicit processing knowledge of equation syntax and semantics. Early algebra students' weak symbolic comprehension skills contrast with their existing skills for comprehending and manipulating quantitative constraints written in English. When problems are presented in a language students understand, students can draw on prior knowledge and intuitive strategies to analyze and solve these problems despite lacking strong knowledge of formal solution procedures.
One dramatic characterization of our results is that under certain circumstances students can do as well on simple algebra problems as they do on arithmetic problems. This occurs when the algebra problems are presented verbally (59% and 60% correct on start-unknown stories in DFA1 and DFA2) and the arithmetic problems are presented symbolically (51% and 56% correct on result-unknown equations in DFA1 and DFA2). Although we have been critical of the sweeping claim made by Cummins and colleagues (1988) that "students ... continue to find word problems ... more difficult to solve than problems presented in symbolic format (e.g., algebraic equations)," we agree on the importance of linguistic development. However, we broaden the notion of linguistic forms to include mathematical symbol sentences. Cummins emphasized that the difficulty in story problem solving is not specific to the solution process, but is also in the comprehension process. "The linguistic development view holds that certain word problems are difficult to solve because they employ linguistic forms that do not readily map onto children's existing conceptual knowledge structures." (Cummins et al, 1988, p. 407) . Our results indicate that the difficulty in equation solving similarly is found not only in the solution process, but also in the comprehension process. Algebra equations employ linguistic forms that beginning algebra students have difficulty mapping onto existing conceptual knowledge structures.
Although our results are closer to those studies that have found advantages for story problems over symbolic problems under some circumstances (Baranes et al, 1989; Carraher et al., 1987), our analysis of the underlying processes has important differences. Like the situated cognition researchers, we found particular circumstances in which the problem situation facilitated performance (money and decimal arithmetic). However, our design and error analysis focused not only on when and why story problems might be easier, but also on when and why equations might be harder. The key result here is that equations can be more difficult to comprehend than analogous word problems, even though both forms have no situational context. Kirshner (1989) and Sleeman (1984) have also highlighted the subtle complexities of comprehending symbolic equations and Hefferan & Koedinger (1998) have identified similar difficulties in the production of symbolic equations.
Logical Task-Structure Versus Experience-Based Reasons for Difficulty Differences
An important question regarding these results is whether difficulty factor differences are a logical consequence of the task structure or a consequence of biases in experience as determined by cultural practices (e.g., presenting students with algebraic symbolism later, as in the United States, versus early, as in Russia and Singapore). The cognitive modeling work we have done has led to the observation that some difficulty factors are a fixed consequence of task structure, whereas others are experience based.
The greater difficulty of start-unknown problems over result-unknown problems is a logical consequence of differences in task structure. When students solve a start-unknown problem, they must do everything they need to do to solve an otherwise equivalent result-unknown problem (e.g., comprehend the problem statement, perform arithmetic operations) in addition to dealing with the fact that the arithmetic operations cannot be simply applied as described in the problem. Thus, start-unknown problems are logically constrained to be at least as difficult as result-unknown problems.
In contrast, the difficulty difference between word problems and equations is not logically constrained. Although there is some overlap in the knowledge required to solve word problems and equations (e.g., arithmetic and operator inversion or guess-and-test skills), each problem category requires some knowledge that the other does not. Word problems require knowledge for verbal comprehension not needed for equations, and equations require knowledge for comprehending symbolic notation not needed for word problems. Thus, the difficulty difference between these problem categories is not fixed but depends on students' relative experience with verbal and symbolic representations.
The proportion of a student's exposure to quantitative constraints in verbal versus symbolic form may depend, in turn, on cultural factors. Given the prevalence of natural language for other communicative needs, early algebra students are likely to have more reliable knowledge for comprehending verbal descriptions than symbolic ones. Thus, students may tend to find comprehending word problems easier than comprehending equations, at least initially. However, in an educational culture where symbolic algebra representations are experienced earlier and more frequently by students, we would expect the difference to shrink over time. In contrast to the approach in traditional U.S. curricula of introducing start-unknown number sentences using boxes or blanks (e.g., + 5 = 8) to represent unknowns, students in other countries (Russia, Singapore) are introduced to the use of letters (e.g., Because equation solving is so hard for students to learn and because it is important, a second instructional strategy worth considering is a mastery-based approach (Bloom, 1984 ) that focuses on equation-solving instruction in isolation. This strategy targets the syntax of algebraic transformation rules and does not address algebraic symbolism as a representational language with semantics. Instruction that isolates transformational rules may reduce cognitive load and thus facilitate learning (Sweller, 1988) . However, practicing procedures without an understanding of underlying principles often leads to fragile knowledge that does not transfer well (Judd, 1908; Katona, 1940) . To be sure, students often make errors in equation solving that clearly violate the underlying semantics (Figures 5a-5b ; Payne & Squibb, 1990) .
A third alternative takes a developmental view and suggests starting with instructional activities involving story problems, which are easier for students to solve, and moving later to more abstract word equation problems and then to symbolic equations. In this view, decomposing instruction to focus on difficult equation-solving skills is fine. However, such instruction should come after students have learned the meaning of algebraic sentences, that is, after they have learned to translate back and forth between English and algebra. This progressiveformalization sequencing (Romberg & Kirshner, 1989; Reber, 1967) . Students may also acquire some explicit knowledge of semantic mappings of grammatical structures, such as precedence rules for order of operations. However, just as at the syntactic level, we believe substantial implicit knowledge is acquired at the semantic and pragmatic levels. For instance, Alibali and Goldin-Meadow (1993) have shown that when students are first learning to solve problems such as 3 + 4 + 5 = + 5, they often have implicit knowledge of alternative hypotheses for meaning of the equal sign that are independently revealed in speech and gesture. A student solving this problem may simultaneously speak in accord with one hypothesis ("=" means one must give an answer and say 12 or 17) yet gesture (pointing at the 5 on both sides) in accord with another ("=" means balance).
To the extent that fluency with mathematical symbols is acquired largely through implicit learning processes (Berry & Dienes, 1993; Reber, 1967) , those who have developed such expertise cannot easily and directly reflect on the difficulties learners must overcome. This observation is consistent with Nathan & Koedinger's (2000a, 2000b) survey results that algebra teachers and educators typically judge equations to be easier than matched story and word problems, contrary to the results reported here. As we gain expertise in concise symbolic languages such as equations, it feels as though we can transparently understand and solve them, as one teacher said, "without thinking." It is tempting to project this ease onto students and not recognize the difficulties learners experience in learning to comprehend and use mathematical symbols (e.g., Figures 5a and 5b) . At the same time, our expertise and corresponding awareness of the formal method for solving a problem (e.g., Figure 2a) can lead us to underestimate the informal understandings and strategies (e.g., Figures 2b and 2c ) that students may bring to a content domain.
We have coined the phrase expert blind spot to refer to this tendency, on one hand, to overestimate the ease of acquiring formal representation languages, and on the other hand, to underestimate students' informal understandings and strategies ( Methods of cognitive task analysis, such as the difficulty factors assessment and the fine-grained analyses of students' strategies and errors used in these studies, can help to develop detailed theories of learner knowledge, implicit and explicit, and how external representations and activities evoke that knowledge. Such research is an important activity for the learning sciences because much of educational decision making may be incorrectly biased by explicit knowledge and beliefs that are at odds with the reality of student thinking and learning.
